Route Monitor

Know where your Business is headed

Start-of-day Visibility
Catch all the day's activities as they happen. You can see when a driver starts his day by
downloading the route. The vehicle inspection shows up on the route monitor, as soon as the
driver completes a Vehicle Inspection. Google Maps integrations lets you see each driver on
their route in real-time. Take rapid action for any unexpected late start-of-day by a driver,
whilst maintaining a concrete understanding of workﬂow, at all time.

Recalling Data
Recall all reports from all routes; invoices, PoDs, End-of-site Surveys & end-of-day reports,
all with elaborate detail. This means your drivers don't have to worry about paperwork, and
you don't have to chase them. It also speeds up cash ﬂows as invoices and PODs can go to
your customers in real-time, if you want.

Delivery Updates & Driver Info
Picture this; Your driver is on route to their second delivery. As they arrive, the customer is
out and temporarily unavailable. They choose to temporarily 'skip' this customer, so to
maintain a quick workﬂow, and return to them later in the day. You will see this as it happens,
with colour-coded indicators on the ERP showing you the skipped customer along with the
reasoning. Driver names, vehicle types, number of stops and stop type are all easily viewed
on the single monitoring screen.

What does this mean for Management?
You can keep looking forward, making plans for productive growth and targeting points for
further improvement, with the safety of the entire business being visible at a glance. There
is no need to micro-manage each operation, as our system enforces your business rules.

Customer Communications
Real-time updates of every action means your Back-oﬃce staﬀ are fully informed to let
customers know of their delivery's whereabouts - You can see which route(s) each customer
is on. Customers can access a self-service portal to overview their orders & information, so no
one's workﬂow is disrupted and the need for manual updates is eliminated.
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